
We can divide academic disciplines into those which are authoritative and those which are 
not.  If one opens a chemistry textbook or an atlas, one can be confident that all of the 
information conveyed in its pages is highly accurate, whilst one has reason to believe that 
many of the statements found in history textbooks, for example, are false.  Serbian and 
Albanian chemists and cartographers are in total agree agreement with one another, and this
is because all chemists and cartographers have been under intense pressure to allow their 
findings to be dictated by the empirical evidence, and because they have been chosen for 
their competence in assessing evidence.  Experience shows that disciplines can be 
organised in such a way that they become increasingly accurate in their content, and that by
now a very high degree of accuracy has been attained in many authoritative 
disciplines.  Historians, on the other hand, contradict one another to a greater or lesser 
extent.  A Serbian history of Kosovo is likely to be at odds with an Albanian history of 
Kosovo, for example.

 

    There may well be histories of Kosovo that are highly accurate, but unless one is oneself 
deeply, and competently, immersed in the evidence one may well be unable to determine 
which histories are highly accurate.  It is clear that an academic discipline can serve 
purposes other than describing reality accurately, and that some of these purposes can be 
served only if a false picture of reality is conveyed.  Thus, for example, the historians of a 
country may come under intense pressure to provide an historical account which is not 
factual in order to support territorial claims, or to stir up hatred of a target of 
aggression.  The difficulty for the average person in acquiring knowledge in a non-
authoritative discipline, if that knowledge exists, contrasts with the ease of acquiring 
knowledge in an authoritative discipline, if one knows that the discipline is an authoritative 
one.

 

    Once one has correctly identified an academic discipline as an authoritative one, 
acquiring knowledge in the field with which it deals is relatively straightforward.  That a 
statement is made within the context of an authoritative discipline is in itself strong 
evidence that the statement is true.  However people may have wrong beliefs about which 
disciplines are authoritative, and a false belief that a discipline is authoritative may 
facilitate deception in the field with which it deals.  There are exceptions, but authoritative 
disciplines tend to be assigned to science faculties, and non-authoritative disciplines tend to
be assigned to other faculties.  Assigning psychology to a science faculty could thus 
contribute to misleading a person into believing that it is an authoritative discipline, a belief
that would greatly facilitate the person's being deceived.

 

    We can talk not only of authoritative disciplines but also of 
authoritative information.  Experience teaches us that some but not all of the information 
contained in a newspaper can be relied on; the reports on yesterday's temperatures and 
yesterday's closing stock prices are examples of authoritative information.  Within a non-
authoritative discipline we may be able to identify some areas in which reliable information
is conveyed.  No discipline is comprised entirely of falsehoods - if it were, we could arrive 



at truth simply by inserting a negation sign into each statement.  Thus in the case of history 
we can say that if an alleged event occurred at all then the date on which it is said to have 
occurred is very likely to be the actual date of occurrence.  Generally speaking, historians 
are expected to take care to be accurate in their dating of actual events.  It is rational to cite 
a claim in a history textbook as evidence that the Battle of Hastings occurred in 1066, 
though it is not rational to treat every claim in a history textbook as authoritative.

 

    An important issue is the issue of whether we could have more authoritative disciplines, 
and more authoritative information, than we actually have.  The answer is that yes, we 
could have authoritative disciplines and authoritative information in all fields, but many 
will wish to resist this conclusion.  Many practitioners in non-authoritative disciplines 
would prefer to believe that they are autonomously doing their best to arrive at the truth in 
their fields, and that the lack of authoritative knowledge in their fields is due to factors 
other than, or additional to, pressures emanating from power holders.

 

    It is certainly possible to have fewer authoritative disciplines, and less authoritative 
information, than we have at present.  It is not the case that certain fields by virtue of their 
nature yield authoritative knowledge, and that others by virtue of their nature do not.  In 
Mediaeval Europe there was little authoritative knowledge.  Ideology was highly developed
and comprehensive, and power-holders feared knowledge that contradicted the ideology on 
which their rule relied.  There were fewer fields than there are now in which practitioners 
were encouraged to seek and publish the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, in 
which only competent practitioners were allowed, and in which checks were 
institutionalised to ensure that practitioners were competent and honest.  Individual 
practitioners could be highly competent and honest, but progress in a discipline is severely 
hampered if individual practitioners cannot rely on the competence and honesty of other 
practitioners.  It took a huge number of carefully disciplined, competent individuals to 
gradually advance disciplines like chemistry and cartography to the points that they have 
reached today.

 

    It is also clear that there could be more authoritative knowledge than there is today, 
because in some areas the integrity of once authoritative disciplines has been lost.  For the 
sake of profit, some "scientists" have been induced to falsify or suppress the results of their 
investigations.  Instead of viewing the integrity of an entire discipline as being important to 
profits generally, many people have become preoccupied with the potential for profit from 
being dishonest in particular cases.

 

    We should note the great diversity of authoritative disciplines.  Mathematics is very 
different from geology, for example, and the sciences incorporate knowledge of various 
kinds.  On the one hand the sciences discover laws of nature, but on the other hand they 



also contain a great deal of concrete description.  For instance, astronomers describe the 
arrangement of the planets and the history of their formation.  The history of human 
societies is just one form of history, and there is nothing about the historical perspective as 
such which precludes pursuit of authoritative knowledge.

 

    But for political obstacles, the discipline that is applied to generate authoritative 
knowledge in the authoritative disciplines could be applied in any field.  Logic applies 
universally, and it is simply a matter of requiring what is said to be dictated by the 
evidence.

 

    At this point two kinds of objection to this view need to be considered.

 

    First, some will argue from the premise that certainty is harder to achieve in some fields 
than in others, and that in certain fields the difficulty of assessing the evidence makes 
disagreement inevitable.  To this objection the following response is appropriate.  In every 
field, including those which are dealt with by authoritative disciplines, some things will be 
uncertain, and we can choose to acknowledge the uncertainty, or we may pretend that a 
preferred view is more likely to be true than it actually is.  Experience shows that when a 
field is cultivated in an authoritative discipline a body of very well-established views 
evolves, and that any uncertainties are acknowledged as such.  At times there may be rival 
theories which highly competent truth-seekers disagree over, and if it is known that these 
highly competent truth-seekers are working within an authoritative discipline then it may be
rational to take the view that the rival theories are equally likely to be correct, and this view
may need to persist indefinitely if the rival theories remain equally accurate in their 
predictions.

 

    In section IV of The Will to Believe, William James says this:

 

Our passional nature not only lawfully may, but must, decide an option between 
propositions, whenever it is a genuine option that cannot by its nature be decided on 
intellectual grounds; for to say, under such circumstances, "Do not decide, but leave the 
question open," is itself a passional decision, just like deciding yes or no, and is attended 
with the same risk of losing the truth.

 

Here James is arguing that on certain issues a departure from rationality is not only proper 
but also necessary.  What are these issues?  His talk of "genuine options" (see the above 



quotation) and "momentous options" (see the next quotation) is meant to convey the idea 
that there are issues on which we are emotionally compelled to make up our minds, even if 
the evidence does not allow us to determine what is true.

 

    Of course there will be cases in which a person finds a certain view emotionally 
compelling even though the evidence is far from compelling.  But does one want that to 
happen, especially in academic disciplines?  James himself does not advocate that for the 
sciences, and so in the third paragraph of section VIII of The Will to Believe he says this:

 

Wherever the option between losing truth and gaining it is not momentous, we can throw 
the chance of gaining truth away, and at any rate save ourselves from any chance of 
believing falsehood, by not making up our minds at all till objective evidence has come. In 
scientific questions, this is almost always the case ...

 

However one cannot deal adequately with this matter simply by noting that some views are 
emotionally compelling.  We can choose to exclude from disciplines practitioners who 
allow their emotions to run away with them.  The issue of whether God exists is one which 
some, following James, would allow to be settled by emotion, but it is an issue for the 
astronomer as well as the theologian.  An astronomer could not ignore the existence of a 
force as powerful as God if that force existed.  But the astronomer will not survive in her 
discipline if she allows herself to incorporate the view that God exists into her astronomical
work, though she may attend church on Sundays.  Of course she could flourish as a 
theologian by incorporating the view that God exists, and incorporating that view might 
well be a precondition for her flourishing as a theologian, but that is because of the 
decisions of academic policy-makers, not because there are issues which can and must be 
decided on the basis of emotion.

 

    The distinction between expressive and descriptive language is at the root of a second 
type of objection to the view that we could have authoritative knowledge in all fields.  The 
rules for expressive language require that the user of the language invoke his own standards
when using it, and these standards commonly vary from one person to 
another.  Consequently a statement that is fully justified on the basis of one user's standards 
may be totally unjustified from another person's point of view.  A person whose field is 
English literature is surely entitled to say that a poem which meets her literary standards is 
a fine poem, whilst a person whose standards are violated cannot possibly agree.  Under 
these circumstances neither "It is a fine poem" nor "It is not a fine poem" can achieve the 
status of authoritative knowledge, that one could appropriate on the basis that it is included 
in a textbook, even though making either claim would often be fully justifiable for a person 
having the relevant standards.



 

    Generally speaking, scientists avoid the use of expressive language, precisely because it 
is not suited to the conveying of authoritative knowledge.  Without being impeded in their 
pursuit of knowledge, people working in authoritative disciplines use descriptive language, 
which will convey knowledge when used by anyone, if it conveys knowledge at 
all.  Anything that can be talked about in expressive language can also be talked about in 
descriptive language, although expressive language can never be synonymous with 
descriptive language, and it is necessary to understand what is gained and what is lost when
expressive language is avoided.  Discussion of a few examples will be helpful.

 

    An architecture professor says to her students "I will teach you how to design beautiful 
buildings".  There may be few people who do or could find the buildings that she teaches 
students to design beautiful, but this point is glossed over by her use of expressive 
language, because it is linguistically appropriate for her to call the buildings beautiful if 
they do please her aesthetically.  If she avoids using expressive language, she can say 
instead "I will teach you how to design buildings that I find beautiful", but then she is seen 
to be offering a very weak justification for her decision on what to teach.  It becomes 
apparent that there are other issues to consider, such as "What proportion of the population 
will find the buildings beautiful?" and "What will be the aesthetic and other reactions to the
buildings of people who spend considerable amounts of time in their vicinity?"

 

    An English teacher says to his students "I will explain what makes this a very fine 
poem", and he proceeds to draw attention to various aspects of the poem which he finds 
admirable, and the absence of features which violate his standards of literary excellence.  If 
he avoids using the word 'fine', he can still say "I will draw attention to the features of this 
poem which meet my standards of literary excellence, and show that it lacks features which
violate those standards".  But it is again apparent that there are other issues to consider, 
such as "How does the poem relate to the literary and other standards that the students have 
or might develop?" and "What is the intended and actual psychological impact of the 
poem?"

 

    A psychologist says "I want to discover some of the specific effects of some good 
approaches to bringing up children".  In this case we might simply need to identify the set 
of approaches that were going to be investigated, and so the psychologist could replace the 
expression 'good approaches' with descriptions of the approaches that he approves of.  Then
we would know which approaches were going to be investigated without first discovering 
which approaches the psychologist approves of.

 



    In many contexts, however, we need to know the actual or potential impact of something 
on us, and descriptions of these impacts can motivate us to act.  Expressive language is not 
needed for this.  The expressive sentence 'This is a depressing building' expresses the 
reaction of the speaker, and leaves open the possibility that other people would react to the 
building in a quite different way.  The descriptive sentence 'I find this building depressing' 
provides just as good a reason for individual action (e.g. leaving the building) as the 
expressive sentence 'This building is depressing'.  The descriptive sentence 'Almost 
everyone who frequents this building finds it depressing', which lacks an expressive 
counterpart, provides an additional basis for decision-making (e.g. deciding what kinds of 
buildings to design and construct).

   

    The transition from feudalism to capitalism was marked by a recognition of which fields 
were to be cultivated in authoritative disciplines and which were not.  In the nineteenth 
century spokesmen such as William James and J.S. Mill appeared, who wrote to further the 
cultural policies of their countries.  Neither James nor Mill discusses authoritative 
knowledge as such, but James figured out how to protect the integrity of authoritative 
disciplines within the Pragmatist framework that is central to U.S. cultural policy.

 

    In effect Pragmatism replaces the concept of truth, in the sense of description of reality 
as it is, with the concept of usefulness, and this could easily undermine the integrity of 
authoritative disciplines.  Surely some Mediaeval metallurgists found it useful to suggest 
that they could turn lead into gold, and surely a person doing research on an ineffective 
pharmaceutical today may find it useful to say that it is effective.  In Lecture VI 
of Pragmatism, James says this:

 

Truth in science is what gives us the maximum possible sum of satisfactions, taste included,
but consistency both with previous truth and with novel fact is always the most imperious 
claimant.

 

James was speaking authoritatively, i.e. as a spokesman for the power structure, and the 
message is that scientists will find it useful to require that their findings always be 
consistent with the evidence - they will suffer a very dissatisfying fate if they allow other 
considerations to prevail.  Also in Lecture VI of Pragmatism, James makes the following 
statements about mathematics and deductive logic:

 

We can no more play fast and loose with these abstract relations than we can do so with our
sense-experiences. They coerce us; we must treat them consistently, whether or not we like 
the results.



 

Obviously we could play fast and loose with any ideas - but society may be organised in 
such a way that this will be heavily penalised in certain disciplines, those which are 
considered by the power structure to be most useful if conducted as authoritative 
disciplines.

 

    In the final paragraph of section II of The Will to Believe, as well, James uses strong 
language to protect the authoritative disciplines of science, mathematics and deductive 
logic from those who might find it useful to "play fast and loose".  He says:

 

When one turns to the magnificent edifice of the physical sciences, and sees how it was 
reared; what thousands of disinterested moral lives of men lie buried in its mere 
foundations; what patience and postponement, what choking down of preference, what 
submission to the icy laws of outer fact are wrought into its very stones and mortar; how 
absolutely impersonal it stands in its vast augustness, then how besotted and contemptible 
seems every little sentimentalist who comes blowing his voluntary smoke-wreaths, and 
pretending to decide things from out of his private dream!

 

    James also seeks to protect the non-authoritative disciplines from those who would insist 
on seeking the truth, in the ordinary sense of the word, by allowing the evidence to dictate 
the views that they express.  A large part of The Will to Believe is devoted to criticising 
W.K. Clifford and other European scientists who attacked theology for making claims that 
are not supported by the evidence.  In the paragraph from which the preceding quotation is 
taken, James calls Clifford "that delicious enfant terrible": James welcomes the scientific 
spirit of scientists, but, like a Mediaeval king, fears that it will undermine ideology if it is 
allowed to become active outside the authoritative disciplines.

 

    Clifford reflected an aspect of the cultural policy that is advocated by J.S. Mill and which
distinguishes it from the policy advocated by James.  Throughout chapter II of On Liberty, 
Mill advocates pursuit of the truth, in the ordinary sense of the word, in all fields, but this is
not because he wishes to see ideology undermined.  Rather, Mill realised that knowledge is 
important in all fields, and that ideology can co-exist with knowledge with which it is 
logically incompatible.  Take the case of racist ideology in the nineteenth century.  One 
cannot run a colonial empire on racist ideology alone.  Racist ideology is useful for creating
support for colonialism, but one needs knowledge of the colonised cultures to administer 
the colonies successfully.  A researcher specialised in the study of a colonised culture can 
attain knowledge of the culture, even while working in a non-authoritative discipline.  The 
vast majority who do not devote their lives to the study of that culture will in almost every 
case fail to notice the existence of the specialist's work, while being exposed to racist 



propaganda.  The few non-specialists who do stumble upon the specialist's work will have 
difficulty in ascertaining who, if anybody, is telling the truth about the culture.

 

    Even those who achieve knowledge of the colonised culture could engage in "double 
think", and think in racist terms in some contexts.  Mill shows through his practice that he, 
like V. Havel writing in Living in Truth, understood that ideological "beliefs" are often not 
genuine beliefs, but rather are thoughts that displace repugnant truths and which form the 
basis for a kind of make-believe which oils social interaction.  Drawing attention to the 
truth can then make a person cling all the more eagerly to the comforting ideology.  In On 
Liberty Mill brazenly combines knowledge and ideology with which it is logically, but not 
psychologically, incompatible.  For example, if we look at the third and fourth paragraphs 
of chapter I, we see him juxtapose a paragraph in which he offers the liberal political model
as a route to organization in the general interest with a paragraph that says that practice will
be different from "theory", and hints that control will remain with a minority; and the 
advocacy of absolute freedom of expression in chapter II is followed by an admission in the
first paragraph of chapter III that expression, and indeed every kind of activity, will have to 
be restricted.

 

    Unlike James and Mediaeval power-holders, then, Mill saw that his advocacy of pursuit 
of the truth in all fields did not pose a threat to the power of ideology in Western society.

 

    While leaving non-authoritative disciplines open to a neglect of knowledge-building, 
James did at least safeguard the integrity of authoritative disciplines by declaring 
authoritatively - in a different sense of the word 'authoritative' - that researchers would find 
it useful to allow the evidence to dictate what they said and wrote in those disciplines.  The 
undermining of the integrity of some authoritative disciplines has been accompanied by a 
failure of today's Pragmatists to shape their doctrines in a way that would safeguard the 
integrity of authoritative disciplines.  One symptom of this is the substitution of the 
expression 'inference to the best explanation' for the expression 'inference to the best 
supported explanation' in discussions of scientific method.  Kathleen Hawley, for example, 
does this throughout her paper Science as a Guide to Metaphysics?, and for authors like her
being supported by the evidence is just one of a number of properties that may make an 
explanation a "good" one.

 

    Whilst Mill's insistence, in chapter II of On Liberty, on pursuing the truth in all 
disciplines, and his rejection, also in chapter II, of the substitution of the idea of utility for 
the idea of truth, help to foster the achievement of knowledge, counteracting James, Mill's 
failure to deal with the epistemological and social significance of authoritative knowledge, 
and his failure to explain what is necessary for the existence of authoritative knowledge, 
constitute a major gap in his presentation of the European liberal cultural model.  In chapter



III of On Liberty Mill aims to set out key features of that cultural model, and he mentions 
elements such as respect for the genius and cultivation of diverse originality, but the topic 
of authoritative knowledge is not touched upon, even obliquely, anywhere in On Liberty.

 

    Mill's treatment of the topic of freedom of expression in chapter II of On Liberty actually
stands in the way of understanding the epistemological and social significance of 
authoritative knowledge, and of awareness of what is necessary for the existence of 
authoritative knowledge.  The first paragraph of the chapter contains the following words:

 

But the peculiar evil of silencing the expression of an opinion is that it is robbing the 
human race; posterity as well as the existing generation; those who dissent from the 
opinion, still more than those who hold it.  If the opinion is right, they are deprived of the 
opportunity of exchanging error for truth: if wrong, they lose, what is almost as great a 
benefit, the clearer perception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision 
with error.

 

Such talk is ideal for creating tolerance for the dishonesty and deception that is required of 
politicians, journalists and countless other members of "liberal" society, but a very different
attitude to expression is needed if authoritative knowledge is to come into existence.  Error 
often does not collide with truth at all, but when it does the collision does not necessarily 
result in awareness of the truth.  Error may triumph over truth.  Long ago the claim that 
lead could be turned into gold did collide with the claim that it cannot, but a lively debate 
did not guarantee that the truth would triumph, and triumphant progress in chemistry has 
depended on collaborative research in which the virtue of honesty is cultivated and ill-
founded opinion is suppressed systematically.

 

    There is a great deal that one needs to know, in order to be able to act in one's own 
interest or in the general interest.  What are the aesthetic and other impacts of various 
architectural styles?  What needs to be done to make nuclear power stations safe?  What are
the effects on health of various foods?  Which candidates for appointment to key positions 
in society are committed to acting in the general interest?  And so on and on and 
on.  Without relevant authoritative knowledge the typical person will not get very far in the 
pursuit of answers to these vital questions, but rather will be caught up in a dazzling matrix 
of truth and falsehood, and will be a plaything in the hands of "the most active part of the 
people", to use the words which Mill uses in the fourth paragraph of chapter I of On 
Liberty, in which he deals with the failure of the liberal political model to deliver 
organization in the general interest.




